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Introduction: Inverted Wadis are former drainage 

lines that appear as ridges in arid regions on Earth and 

Mars. Therefore, Inverted Wadis in Western desert are 

very similar to its analogs on Mars in shape, origin in 

many cases on Martian surface, and pattern. The simi-

larity in shape is in cross sections profiles that range 

from convex to trapezoidal, in origin as valley floor are, 

or become, more resistant to erosion, cementation by 

minerals as calcium carbonate, or filling by  a more 

resistant deposits as a Lava flow on Martian surface 

[1], in pattern as assemblages or individual ridges. 

Generally, Inverted Wadis in Western desert cover an 

area of about 30,000 km2. The ridges often rise from 1 

to 27 m above their surroundins. Individual and assem-

bages of ridges in Western desert can be hundreds of 

meters to tens on kilometers in length as individual 

ridge lies west Ghard abu Moharik in Western desert 

that extends to 47 km. The ridges extend from tens of 

meters to hundreds on meters in width. Therefore, The 

study of these ridges in Wetern desert has been invoked  

to explain a number of geomorphic features of Martian 

surface espically with a field study that will help us  in 

understanding their morphologic analogs on Martian 

surface. Consequently, In this paper I will discuss the 

most important features of inverted wadis in Western 

desert, on Martian surface and the comparison with 

them. 

 

 
Inverted wadi lies west Ghard abu Moharik, This in-

verted wadi extends to 47 km. 

 

 

 

 

 
Inverted Dendritic wadis in Antoniadi Crater, In the 

center of the image are branched (dendritic) features 

that connect southward to a larger trunk-shaped land-

form; the branches resemble stream channels in West-

ern desert. 

 

 
Inverted Denritic wadis in SE Western desert, This 

pattern covers an area of about 14,185 km2. 
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